KHADI AND VILLAGE INDUSTRIES COMMISSION
IRLA ROAD, VILE PARLE(WEST), MUMBAI-400056

No: PMEGP/Mechanism/Vigilance/2012-13 Date: 16.01.2013

CORRIGENDUM

Sub:- Corrigendum to Circular No: PMEGP/Mechanism/2012-13/Vigilance Date: 23/27.11.2012.

Kind attention is invited to the above mentioned Circular pertaining to the modalities for mechanism on regular verification and effective monitoring of PMEGP Scheme and format of Undertaking to be given by the applicant while submitting the application for setting of the PMEGP unit to the implementing agency i.e KVIC,KVIB and DIC. In this regard, it is observed that some discrepancies have been noticed in the above Circular and format of undertaking to be given by the applicant. Accordingly the following modification are given with immediate effect. Now it has been decided to slite modification in the Circular and Format.

A) Mechanism for regular verification and effective monitoring for PMEGP

The modification at Para No. 3 of (vii) should be read as, "The team shall submit its report directly to concerned Zonal Dy.C.E.O. who should forward the same to the Director, (PMEGP) with his comments/recommendations for further necessary action and a copy of the same may also be sent to the State/Divisional Director for corrective and timely action".

B) Undertaking to be taken by the applicant along with applications form of PMEGP.

(i) As regards para No.2, it is clarified that while obtaining the Undertaking from the beneficiary, the complete guidelines of PMEGP Scheme norms in local language may be provided to the beneficiary.

The modification in the format of Undertaking should be as follows:-

(ii) The modifications at point No. 9 shall be read as
"I agreed and abide the conditions visualised in the scheme guidelines. Further the margin money released by the designated Nodal Branch of the Bank, KVIC/KVIB/DIC (sponsoring implementing agency) is the final authority to either accept or reject the claim based on the parameters of the Scheme."

(iii) The modifications at point No.11 shall be read as
"It is also certified that the unit shall be located at the address given in the application will be new unit and I will be the sole proprietor of this unit. It is also declared that, it will not be a Partnership Firm/Private Company, etc".

CHAVAN/DIV/CIRCULAR FOR MECHANISM/
The modifications at point No. 19 shall be read as 
"I agree and abide the condition visualised in the scheme guidelines. Further any legal issues against the KVIC on any matter concerning the Project, the Courts shall be in the respective states jurisdiction."

All other points mentioned in the Circular dated 23/27.11.2012 and Format of Undertaking there on remain unchanged. The above modifications will come in to force with immediate effect. This may be treated as **MOST URGENT.**

This is issued with approval of FA/CEO and Chairman, KVIC.

Yours faithfully,

**Director (PMEGP)**

To,
1. Joint CEO, Zonal Dy. CEOs, KVIC...
2. State/Divisional Director, KVIC

Copy to:
1. Director, Govt. of India, MSME, New Delhi.
2. Zonal Members
3. A.O., F.A.Cell
4. Dy.Director, C.V.O., Cell.
5. Secretary to Chairperson.
6. OSD to CEO
7. All Programme /Industry Directors, KVIC, Mumbai
8. State /UT KVI Boards
9. Director Industries
10. Director, Publicity for Jagruti
11. Director, IT for KVIC Website.